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The executive team at one of the world’s largest supplier of industrial gases and services to the 

medical, chemical, and electronic manufacturers sought a technology to track, report, and 

improve asset health across worldwide sites. Understanding the importance of mastering data 

to power performance improvement through digitalization projects drives this initiative. 

Cost of poor asset health

The chemicals manufacturing industry loses over $50B 

annually due to unplanned downtime from poor asset 

health and/or operator error. This is a combination of: 

• Lost or slowed production

• Transition and off-quality losses

• Maintenance repair costs

As a reference, AVEVA claims that increasing 

equipment effectiveness has saved their customers 

hundreds of millions of dollars in early-warning 

catches, with clients experiencing a 30% reduction in 

maintenance costs, 25% improvement in unplanned 

downtime, and 25% gain in workforce efficiency.  

No wonder the executive team at this large industrial 

gas company insisted on knowing the asset health of 

each plant, process, and line on a continuous basis. 

But the ability to measure, track, report, and improve 

industrial data quality at scale is nearly impossible. It’s 

too expensive to manually manage and sensitize a large 

subset of tags. Until now. 

Tracking DQI over time guarantees reliability 

The customer was looking to measure and report asset health, via Data Quality, for its entire 

fleet of sensors on multiple servers at hundreds of sites—at a sample and alert frequency of 

10 minutes. The goal would be to subsample 5% of groups of tags at plants each day and 

then, certify asset health and produce trend report enterprise-wide. 

Large Industrial Gas Company 

Deployed APERIO DataWise  to monitor  

and improve the health of a fleet of sensors 

Challenge 

• Track, report, and improve
data quality and asset health
across the enterprise

Solution 

• Monitor a large fleet of  
sensors

• Connect to PI historians and 
integration into process tools

Results 

• Report and certify asset health
(via DQI trends) over time

• Provide advance notice of
equipment failure in real time

• Analysts can immediately
inform operations when bad
tags exist
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APERIO’s Data Quality Index (DQI) 

is used to measure, visualize, and 

improve the quality of your operational 

data. It is comprised of six attributes: 

accuracy, consistency, completeness, 

validity, conformity, and timeliness.  

APERIO DataWise ensures data reliability 

by continuously auto-calculating each 

sensor’s DQI and aggregating the data 

across the set, site, or enterprise. By 

observing DQI trends, you can know the 

health of every asset in real time. 

Deploying APERIO DataWise™ to track, report, and improve DQI 

In addition to its ability to easily handle millions of real time data streams across multiple sites, 

APERIO DataWise was selected for its ease of deployment, the speed to which its engines train 

and run, the accuracy of the analyses, and its flexibility in how users access results and insights. 

Once APERIO DataWise was deployed and connected to the company’s data historians, it builds 

digital fingerprint models for each channel and determines correlated channels based on 

historical data. It automatically deploys its data quality engines for continuous monitoring of a 
large number of tags.  

APERIO’s portal and established workflow provide actionable insight to reducing sensor issues 

for broad positive impact across the operation and within digital initiatives. It can: 

• Connect to all OT time series

data sources

• Provide metrics for easy

tracking, reporting and

improving of data integrity

• Improve visibility and alert by

zooming in and out on assets,

processes, and operations

• Alert at the highest possible

level of asset framework
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Improved sensor reliability produces higher asset health 

The enterprise-wide auto-monitoring of sensor data via APERIO DataWise produced some very 

tangible benefits: 

• Continuously inform executives by tracking and 

certifying asset health (via DQI trends), and by doing 

so, improve asset reliability over time, ensuring higher 

uptime (up to 25%) 

• Provide advance notice of equipment failure in real 

time. This accelerates the industry’s transition from 

time-based maintenance to condition-based 

maintenance, and with it, reducing costs (up to 30%) 

• Eliminate the time and cost of waiting for data analysts 

to inform operations when bad tags exist, increasing 

efficiencies (up to 25%) 

 

  

 

Learn more about 

APERIO DataWise: 

Download the eBook.  

 

The continuous 

monitoring of its fleet  

of sensors can reduce 

maintenance costs by 

30%, improve unplanned 

downtime by 25%, and 

increase workforce 

efficiency by 25% 

Superior Data 

APERIO is the leader in industrial data integrity solutions. We help customers 

drive profitability and sustainability goals while mitigating risk in their industrial 

operations. Powered by AI machine learning, APERIO automatically validates 

operational data at scale to improve data accuracy, security, and value, allowing 

for better, smarter business decisions based on real-time, trusted, superior data. aperio.ai 

http://aperio.ai/ebook/
https://aperio.ai/

